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Abstract
Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) is a technique of building up parts layer by
layer of using wires as feedstock and arc as heat source. It has become an alternative
manufacturing method for large and expensive metal components that features high
buy-to-fly ratios. To date, WAAM has successfully been used to produce large
components with complex structure. In this research, WAAM has been applied to
fabricate Ti-6Al-4V bulk materials using Ti-6Al-4V wires. The effects of the
inter-pass temperature on the bead geometry, microstructural evolution and
mechanical properties of WAAM fabricated Ti-6Al-4V have been investigated.

In the present study, four straight walls of Ti-6Al-4V with 15 layers each were
deposited by WAAM. The inter-pass temperatures were set as 100 °C, 200 °C, 250 °C
and 300 °C, respectively. The bead geometry, microstructure and mechanical
properties (including micro-hardness and tensile strength) of these walls were
investigated. The results showed that the effects of inter-pass on bead geometry were
significant. The welding bead would be wider with the increase in inter-pass
temperature, which in turn results in the decrease in component height. On the other
hand, the effects of inter-pass temperature on microstructures and mechanical
properties were not significant but noticeable. The microstructure of deposited
Ti-6Al-4V consisted of columnar prior β grains surrounded by α′ martensite in the
upper layers and Widmanstätten α structure with acicular α phase lamellae in the

IX

lower layers. At 250°C, the micro-hardness distribution through the wall was more
uniform and the ductility was slightly higher than those at other temperatures.
Additionally, with increment of inter-pass temperature, the surface quality was
adversely affected by the oxidation due to the high temperature. Therefore, it is
reasonable to control the inter-pass temperature at around 250 °C by using local
shielding gas for preparation of Ti-6Al-4V alloy fabricated by WAAM technology.

Key words: Wire arc additive manufacturing, Ti-6Al-4V alloy, inter-pass temperature,
bead geometry, microstructure and mechanical properties.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1 Introduction
Titanium alloys, especially for Ti-6Al-4V, are widely used in the area of aerospace
industry on account of their excellent properties, such as high strength/weight ratio
and enhanced corrosion resistance [1]. Nowadays, the most popular used titanium
alloy is Ti-6Al-4V alloy around the world [2]. Although titanium was first found in
the 18th century, to achieve high quality production, the titanium extraction process of
Kroll was developed until the 1940’s [3]. However, the mass application of titanium
in aerospace industry was from 1960’s. And the titanium was used in airplanes like
Airbus and Boeing’s series [4]. Since then, the technical progress of titanium and its
alloys were mainly applied in aerospace and military areas. Titanium is an expensive
metal, and conventional titanium processing is costly and time-consuming. Although
the elemental content of titanium ranks the fourth in the crust, the cost of the original
titanium is relatively higher than other metals, such as iron and aluminum. This is due
to its high degree of reactivity, which makes it difficult to mine ore and requiring
strict control of good energy-intensive processing [5, 6]. Because titanium is easy to
be contaminated by oxygen at a high temperature environment, it is extremely
difficult to extract and purify. This problem leads to the formation of a fragile surface,
known as α case [7, 8]. In order to improve this situation, lower processing speed is
required, which results in the increase of processing time and cost.

In order to solve the problems mentioned above, it will be advantageous to produce
1
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the near net-shaped components by new fabricating ways, meanwhile reducing the
amount of waste and the time to make the final products. Therefore, the technology of
additive manufacturing (known as 3-D Printing) was created to meet these
requirements mentioned above.

It can be clearly seen from the Figure.1.1, additive manufacturing (AM) has five
advantages compared to conventional manufacturing techniques: higher quality, less
cost, high efficiency, innovation and impact. Although additive manufacturing (AM)
cannot substitute the traditional mode of production, it is beneficial for the
development of many other niche areas [9].

Figure 1. 1 The main advantages of additive manufacturing compared to traditional techniques [9].

Figure 1.2 shows the assessment of cost savings in metal AM production in the next
five years. From this figure, it can be seen that the cost had been reduced and
predicted to totally reduce about 50% during the period from 2013 to 2023. In
addition, the production speed of AM would be 400% faster in the same period.

2
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Figure 1. 2 Cost savings of additive manufacturing [9].

Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) as one important part in AM techniques,
the production fabricated by WAAM can respectively save around 55 % and 69 %
cost when fabricating 36 Kg and 20 Kg parts (as shown in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2)
compared to traditional manufacturing methods. Besides, some typical components
manufactured by WAAM are presented in the Figure.1.3.

Table 1. 1 The cost comparison of Ti-6Al-4V fabricated by WAAM and traditional methods [10].

3
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Figure 1. 3 The AM fabricated components [10].

Table 1. 2 The cost comparison of Ti-6Al-4V fabricated by WAAM and traditional methods [10].

Figure 1.4 exhibits the three main additive manufacturing techniques. Nowadays,
there are three different kinds of metal material additive manufacturing technologies:
direct laser metal melting [1-8, 11-12], electron beam melting [11-14] and wire arc
additive manufacturing [15-22] (shown in Fig. 1.4). Depending on the deposition
speed, components size, surface condition, the applicability of the complexity of the
technology and the necessary atmosphere, different welding techniques can be
complementary and available [10].

4
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Figure 1. 4 Three main additive manufacturing techniques [10].

At present, many studies have been conducted to investigate quality performance of
Ti-6Al-4V via AM technology, it was concluded that these techniques can fabricate
components with satisfying quality performance. These results reveal that AM has the
potential to replace some traditional fabricating methods.

Previous studies predominantly focused on the microstructure and mechanical
performance of Ti-6Al-4V alloys. The selection of fabricating methods and
parameters depended on experience to a great extent. With the development of AM
industry, the researchers have paid increasing attention on the automation of
manufacturing technology. Thus, it is necessary to clarify the relationship between
various parameters and mechanical performance. Considerable studies have been
conducted on the effects of process parameters on the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. These process
parameters can be divided into five main aspects, which are travel speed (TS), wire
feed speed (WFS), arc current, arc length and inter-pass temperature. In this study, the
effects of inter-pass temperature on bead geometry, microstructure and mechanical

5
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properties of Ti-6Al-4V alloy were investigated.

1.1 Research aims
The aim of this research was to establish a direct correlation between inter-pass
temperature and deposition properties, including bead geometry, microstructure and
mechanical properties in gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW-AM) system for Ti-6Al-4V
alloy. According to previous experimental data acquired from other researches, it
could be found the process parameters, such as wire feed speed (WFS), traveling
speed (TS), arc current and arc length have evident influences on the bead formation
and geometrical accuracy of Ti-6Al-4V. In this study, the research focus was to
explore the effects of inter-pass temperature which was also an important process
parameter on bead formation, microstructure and mechanical properties. Whereas, the
other process parameters such as arc current, wire feed rate and travel speed were kept
at constant values, which were selected to maintain the stability of WAAM process
during deposition. Research outcomes are expected to provide a better understanding
of the relations between inter-pass temperature and deposition properties during
WAAM process, which in turn benefit future process improvement, optimization, and
controlling.

1.2 Research objectives
(1) Exploring the effects of inter-pass temperature on the bead geometry,
microstructure and mechanical performance of Ti-6Al-4V alloy deposited by WAAM;

6
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(2) Establishing the relations of inter-pass temperatures and control methods during
the whole process of WAAM;
(3) Opening a window for industrial production of Ti-6Al-4V alloy in a time-saving
and cost-effective way.
(4) Trying to provide meaningful guidance in accurate controlling for the geometry
formation during Robot TIG -Welding process.

1.3 Thesis outlines
Fig. 1.5 shows the thesis outlines which include seven parts.

7
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2
Literature review

Chapter 3
Experiment procedure

Chapter 4
Experiment outcomes:
Geometry

Chapter 5
Experiment outcomes:
Microstructure

Chapter 7
Conclusions and future
plans

Figure 1. 5 Thesis outlines.
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Chapter 6
Experiment outcomes:
Mechanical properties

Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1
The Chapter 1 introduces the research background of titanium and additive
manufacturing (AM) and the research statement.

Chapter 2
Chapter 2 summarizes a literature review which expounds fundamental knowledge in
the related areas of this study to the design for additive manufacturing (AM) and wire
arc additive manufacturing (WAAM), which includes additive manufacturing (AM)
technology, the different categories of WAAM methods, and the mechanical
properties and microstructures of Ti-6Al-4V deposited by WAAM.

Chapter 3
This chapter mainly introduces the experiment procedure of this study, including
experiment set-up and specific process parameters. The temperature controlling
methods as well as research methodology are explained in this chapter, as well.

Chapter 4
Chapter 4 introduces the geometrical evolution of Ti-6Al-4V.

Chapter 5
Chapter 5 presents the evolution of microstructures and X-ray diffraction patterns of
Ti-6Al-4V.
9
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Chapter 6
The tensile and hardness results are discussed in the Chapter 6.

Chapter 7
Chapter 7 summarizes the outcomes of this study. Future plan of Ti-6Al-4V research
is also discussed in this chapter.

10
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Chapter 2 Literature review
2.1 Additive manufacturing technology
Additive manufacturing (AM) technology is also referred as a technology of 3-D
printing as well, which usually fabricates components layer by layer [23]. Additive
manufacturing has been in studies for around 30 years and has become a very hot
research focus and popular fabricating process around the world. Based on
computerized three-dimensional physical model, additive manufacturing fabricates
components by depositing one layer of material for one time. It is more popular than
other traditional manufacturing techniques, and is posted in the latest mainstream
journals [24]. Therefore, additive manufacturing (AM) technology is more adopted
into the application of rapid fabricating [25]. It needs not only a better understanding
of the technology itself, but also the effects of the process parameters on the
microstructure and properties of the components. Among numerous manufacturing
techniques, only a few are capable of producing metal components that meet practical
requirements in industry. Current industrial correlation of the highest three famous
AM technologies in the process are laser beam melting (LBM) of metals, electron
beam deposition (EBD) and shaped metal deposition (SMD). These technologies will
be introduced in the following content [26].

11
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Figure 2. 1 Key process of additively manufactured components [27].

Figure 2.1 shows the whole design of additive manufactured example, including
additive technology, fabricating process, material design optimization and model
establishing in order to select the best design that satisfies the requirements of
efficiency and less cost. In a complete experiment, each aspect of the experiment
provided three aspects of opinions and feedback. For example, a design solution can
be generated through process capability, material distribution, and model design
optimization. Due to incomplete material and process knowledge, the cost of
calculation and verification remained high, and the attempt to integrate was still
immature. Thus, the current technology is not close to the framework. Each step of
connecting elements, such as the material distribution model, improved process into
optimal tool set or for the design space, space technology and material, the application
and the end user to bring significant and direct benefits [27].

12
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2.2 Additive manufacturing techniques for metals
The additive manufacturing (AM) technologies can be divided into different
categories according to the properties of raw materials, the aggregate status and the
bonding mechanism between connected layer [28, 29].

Laser beam melting (LBM), electron beam deposition (EBM) and laser metal
deposition (LMD) are the three most popular metal additive manufacturing (AM)
processes [26]. Although not only one way could be used to name these processes, all
kinds of metal additive manufacturing (AM) processes were basically used the same
methods: the beginning point was to create a 3D CAD model on the computer, which
was obtained by imaging method or through reverse engineering to generate.
According to various additive manufacturing techniques, the model was actually cut
into thin layers and typical thickness is from 20 μm to 1 mm [30]. Based on these data,
the components were then constructed by depositing a single layer and melting the
material through the heat source.

Despite this, LBM, EBM and LMD can be distinguished according to their
advantages and disadvantages. For this main reason, the first thing needs to be
considered is describing the emphasis on the main characteristics and the most
significant differences in these technologies, which is beneficial to understand the
development of mechanical properties and microstructure of components fabricated
by LBM, EBM and LMD processes.
13
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2.2.1 Laser beam melting
Laser beam melting (LBM) is a mature technology, which is usually realized by
producing metal components in a powder bed [31-37]. Laser equipment is normally
large and expensive. In addition, safety measures must be taken strictly. In industrial
production, the good surface quality of components is required to obtain by using this
method. In addition, the volumes of productions are affected by size of the powder
bed, and the deposition rate is around 50 g/h (grams/hour) [38-40].

Laser beam melting (LBM) is a process based on powder bed where metal powder is
coated on thin layers, and the typical thickness is from 20µm to 100µm [41]. The
spanning of the working area is from 50 mm × 50 mm in size to 400 mm × 800 mm
[42]. The typical system of laser beam melting (LBM) is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2. 2 The set-up of an LBM facility (left) and the LBM process (right) [26].

Both the reservoir besides the workspace and a hopper can supply the metal powder
14
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for laser beam melting (LBM) system [43]. Besides, a flat system or a repainted blade
would be used to make the powder evenly distributed and this is also the first step for
depositing powder. The laser beam is guided through the deposition of the powder
layer at the scanning speed of up to 15 m/s [44] and the laser beam power is from
20W [45] to 1KW [46] under the assistance of a galvanometer scanner. The original
laser beam source in laser beam melting (LBM) system is a single-mode fiber laser
with consequent wave mode and its wave length of radiation at near infrared emission
is between 1060 nm and 1080 nm. According to the depositing technology mentioned,
the size of spot on the surface of fabricated components is between 50 μm [47] and
180 μm [48]. Because of the different cross sections of the parts, the metal powder
will be exposed to a specific laser beam in the plane. As long as the melting
temperature of the material is exceeded, the powder will melt along the profile of the
parts. In general, the sequence of melt trajectories is carried out in a particular pattern,
and it overlaps with a certain interval distance.

Here, the layer thickness, scanning speed, laser beam power and interval distance can
be represented by D, V, P and H, respectively. The volume energy is E 

P
V *H *D

[41].

The volume energy provided to the powder layer not only results in the exposed parts
of the material to be melted, but also has effects on other areas of molten pool because
of the thermal diffusion. When the material solidifies, the upper melting layer will be
15
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combined with the solidified layers below [49]. The components are reduced in height
when the powder bed is exposed to the laser beam, then depositing process will be
applied in a new layer, this is a repetitive process (the third step LBM). Until the
fabricated components finished, the three steps are a loop process. The powder which
is not melted in the last step would be re-applied in one other LBM depositing
process.

Usually, the fabricated component is linked by specific support construction and then
fixed on the substrate. The support construction (as shown in Figure 2.2) is a lattice
structure, which is the most important thing for the fixation and thermal diffusion of
the components in the depositing process, especially for keeping stable of its
horizontal orientation and suspended surface. In addition, the preheating of the
substrate can be applied to prevent the deformation of the deposited components by
reducing the thermal gradient, leading to a decrease in residual stress during the
progress of LBM. For examples, for depositing Ti-6Al-4V alloys, the preheating
temperatures are normally from 200°C to 500°C [50, 51].

The depositing process of LBM is always conducted in the inert gas environment and
needs to keep oxygen content less than 0.1%, so it is necessary to keep the parts in a
sealed room [52]. For protecting the whole depositing, the inert gas of N or Ar is used
to enter the sealed room to avoid oxidation. In addition, the gas flow would reduce the
influence of secondary products of welding fume and welding spatter in the
16
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workspace [53].

2.2.2 Electron beam deposition
Electron beam deposition (EBD) is another technique of arc additive manufacturing
(AM), which is used in industrial production by powder-bed melting techniques [54].
Because of the powder-bed deposition in the additive manufacturing process, the
precision of the fabricated specimens can be improved to a high level (around 30 μm)
[55]. But the building size of depositing parts is determined by the fabricating
chamber [56]. Moreover, for laser-driven welding process, although protective gases
are applied, the oxidation of components caused by these techniques is still severe,
which results in decrease of the mechanical properties [57]. Thus, the components are
normally fabricated in a vacuum environment during the EBD.

Figure 2. 3 EBD facility [58].
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Electron beam deposition (EBD) has a similar principle to laser beam melting (LBM)
system. As a result, metal powder is distributed on the substrate (as shown in Figure
2.3) [59].

Figure 2. 4 The set-up of electron beam deposition (EBD) [41].

Normally, the powder layer thickness of electron beam deposition (EBD) is between
50 μm and 200 μm [60]. The electron beam replaces the laser beam as a heat source
for 3D CAD data to melt the powder. The electron gun (as shown in Figure 2.4 ①)
creates the electron beam, then use a 60 kV voltage to promote electron beam,
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focused by a magnetic scan coil (as shown in Figure 2.4 ③) on the substrate (as
shown in Figure 2.4 ⑦) [61]. The velocity function, the focus shift and the beam
current determine the velocity of electron beam, the power of electron beam and
focused accuracy, respectively [62]. Firstly, the powder bed should be preheated a few
times by the focus of the light beam [63]. It has been realized that using the
temperature of powder materials which is more than 700 °C, the scanning speed
which is up to 104 mm/s and the electron beam current which is 30 mA can be
conducted for Ti-6Al-4V, whereas the Cu has a relatively lower temperature which is
around 500 °C [40, 64-67]. After the subsequent melt scanning, the scanning speed of
the specific scanning sequence and electron beam current will be decreased to 5 mA 10mA and 102 mm/s respectively to make sure the totally powder being melted [64].
Metal powder is transported with the dropping of deposited layers which is similar to
the LBM system. Repeating the powder diffusion process (as shown in Figure 2.4 ④
⑤), scanning the top and lower building blocks until the components (as shown in
Figure 2.4 ⑥) are completed.

Additionally, the operating pressure in the vacuum environment of EBD system is less
than 10-2 Pa [64]. By supplying the area of the helium supply in the process of melting,
the internal pressure of the system increases to about 1Pa, which results in improving
the cooling rate of the melting and heat conduction, thereby preventing the charging
of the powder [61, 64].
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2.2.3 Laser metal deposition
Laser metal deposition (LMD) is one technology using metal powder to melt the
surface of components. Recently, in order to reduce the pollution and overcome the
expense of high quality powder, metal wire is also used to replace powder. Usually He
or Ar gas is used to prevent the melting pool from oxidation [68, 69]. The equipment
of laser metal deposition (LMD) shows in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2. 5 Schematics of the set-up of laser metal deposition (LMD) [41].
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Laser metal deposition (LMD) has high productivity and can provide a greater
production capacity compared to the technology based on the powder bed. According
to the light spot size of the main parameters, the scanning speed and the laser power
construction velocity can reach 300 cm3 / h and the thickness of the application layer
is between 40 μm and 1mm [59-71]. Metal powder depositing rate is from 4 g/min [72]
to 30 g/min [73] for the Ti-Al alloy powder melting process. In addition, the scanning
velocity is between 150 mm/min and 1.5 m/min [69] and the size of spot can be
changes from 0.3 mm [74] to 3 mm [73].

On account of the development of the technology of additive manufacturing, some
different processes of LMD developed. Moving a robot arm or a head is the most
common technique to fabricate static components. However, in other LMD systems,
the components can be moved under a static deposition facility. LMD's noise-based
method can be changed by using wire as a raw material rather than powder to produce
a similar AM technology [41].

2.3 Wire arc additive manufacturing technology

2.3.1. WAAM based on the GTAW
GTAW-AM system can be applied to fabricate large metal components, which is a
new fabricating idea to use non-consumable electrode to make depositing torch. The
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components are normally built layer by layer in a specific protected environment
(such as argon atmosphere) [75, 76].

Normally, surface quality and precision are poor comparing with electron beam
deposition (EBD) or direct laser deposition (DLD). However, the deposition rate can
be raised up to 1-2 kg per hour. Thus, the velocity of the system and the ability to
make large components are the advantages of GTAW-AM technique than other AM
technologies [77].

Generally speaking, high quality welding process is determined by many factors such
as the amount of splash and microstructure, which are closely associated with the
metal transfer pattern, cooling rate and defects on the work piece [78, 79]. Therefore,
the welding process parameters, the filler materials and the welding molten pool need
to be controlled in the process of GTAW system [80]. This system is shown in Figure
2.6.

GTAW-AM can be used for most metal materials in welding process, such as titanium
alloys [81 - 85], steels [86, 87] and Ni alloys [88]. It has many advantages, for
example, more waste cost would be generated during the welding process by
traditional depositing methods when fabricating titanium alloys [80]. Recently the
GTAW system has been used in additive manufacturing (AM) to fabricate Al
components. At the same time, several controlling techniques have been developed, as
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well.

Figure 2. 6 GTAW system: (a) The schematics of the set-up of GTAW in robotic process; (b) GTAW
schematics of the work piece [89].

2.3.2. WAAM based on the CMT
CMT (cold metal transfer) technology has been studied for its fitness in high
deposition rate deposition. CMT is applied in the industry based on controlled
impregnation transfer mode mechanism. This technology provides high quality,
almost no splash welding and low heat input. The CMT technology solves many
problems compared to other processes, for example, the serious splashes and erratic
welding behavior [90].

Figure 2. 7 CMT system [91].
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A key factor in the successful application of CMT is the development of a model to
forecast bead geometry based on welding process parameters. Different mathematical
methods have been used to calculate the numerical methods. Orthogonal experiment
analysis [92-96], liner regression [97, 98], factor design [99, 100], response surface
approach [101-103], artificial neural network [104, 105] have been investigated in the
past researches. The CMT single bead on plate Ti-6Al-4V deposits showing that the
cathode spot relocation mechanism is prevented and the spattering mechanism is
suppressed (as shown in Figure 2.7).

2.3.2. WAAM based on the PAW
PAW (plasma arc additive manufacturing) is also a new AM method, which focuses
on improving the depositing efficiency [106]. Because the PAW technology has the
advantage of high efficiency, this technology is usually applied in producing
expensive titanium parts. These parts can be deposited by a single pass in the process
of PAW. Table 2.1 lists the advantages of PAW compared to other manufacturing
methods.
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Table 2. 1 The advantages of PAW compared to other manufacturing methods.[107]

In the PAW process, the wire or powder is fed into a molten pool created by a plasma
arc, a pulsed plasma arc or a variable polarity plasma arc and is commonly used to
protect aluminum alloys to eliminate oxidation [107]. The Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9
show the PAW process and PAW fabricating parts, respectively.

Figure 2. 8 The schematics of PAW system [106].
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Figure 2. 9 PAW system fabricated parts [106].
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Chapter 3 Experiment procedure
3.1

Experimental

equipment

for

Ti-6Al-4V

investigation
3.1.1 Deposition setup for Ti-6Al-4V alloy

Figure 3. 1 Experimental set-up of the GTAW-ALM process.
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The TIG facility with a wire feeding machine was used for the deposition (Figure 3.1).
The protective atmosphere was created by argon shielding equipment to avoid the
oxidation during the process of deposition and the heat source was supplied by an
inverter power source. In addition, molten pool was generated by the TIG torch,
which was focused on the base material.

3.1.2 Specimen preparation

After the deposition, the accutom-50 cutting facility was used to cut the cross section
of the fabricated components (as shown in Figure 3.2).

Figure 3. 2 Struers Accutom-50 precision cutting device.
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Figure 3. 3 Struers CitoPress-20 machine.

Subsequently, the section specimen was mounted in Poly-fast conductive Bakelite
through CitoPress-20 thermal installation press for hot mounting (as shown in Figure
3.3).
Sample polishing and grinding were conducted using the Struers TegraPol-21
automatic polishing and grinding machine (Figure 3.4), based on the standard
metallographic method for Ti-6Al-4V alloys. The polishing procedure after grinding
the sample surfaces to P1200 is 9 μm Largo, 3 μm Dac and finally OPS. The details of
the grinding-polishing procedure are presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3. 1 Sample preparation procedures for microstructural analysis.

Procedure

Surface

Force, N

Time

Solution

Grinding

Piano 220

40N/ 240N

1 min 10 s

Water

Largo OP-P 9 μm

30N/ 180N

6 min

Blue lubricant

Polishing

DAC 3μm

30N/ 180N

6 min

Blue lubricant

OPS

0.25μm MD-Chem

35N/ 210N

2min

50% OPS

Figure 3. 4 Struers Tegrapol-21.

After polishing, the freshly polished samples were etched in Kroll reagent (2 vol %
hydrofluoric acid (HF), 6 vol % concentrated nitric acid (HNO3) with balance H2O).
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3.1.3 Optical microscopy (OM) and stereo microscopy
An integral cross-section of the built-up wall was observed by using a stereo
microscope (Figure 3.5). The low-magnification images captured from this
microscope were conducive to elementary inspections of the samples’ macrostructure.

Figure 3. 5 Leica M205A stereo microscope.

Further microstructural characterization on the as-fabricated materials was performed
by Leica DMR optical microscope (Figure 3.6). Higher magnification metallographic
images were taken by this equipment, presenting the cross-sections of samples in the
top, middle and bottom regions.
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Figure 3. 6 Leica DMR optical microscope.

3.1.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The fracture surfaces and microstructure of selected typical specimens were primarily
examined by a JEOL JSM-6490LA scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped
with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) (as shown in Figure 3.7),
operating at 20 kV.
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Figure 3. 7 JEOL JSM-6490LA SEM facility.

3.1.5 Hardness testing
Vickers microhardness is measured with a Struers DuraScan automatic hardness
testing machine at both the vertical (for composition gradient through the build-up
wall) and horizontal (for composition uniformity in the layer sections) directions
across the build-up wall sample, which is shown in Figure 3.8. A load of 200 g was
applied to each sample. Each indentation was measured via Ecos Workflow TM
software and the corresponding results were presented graphically.
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Figure 3. 8 Automatic hardness tester.

Indentation hardness is mainly applied in the field of engineering in recent studies,
which is used to reflect the substance properties of anti-deformation. In the
indentation hardness test, the material would be tested after several times until the
surface indentation occurs. The normal measurement of hardness is by loading a
specific shape of the indenter on the substance. Figure 3.9 shows the vickers diamond
pyramid indenter which is used to measure the amount of deformation.
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Figure 3. 9 Vickers indenter [108].

The technology of Vickers’s hardness test was studied in 1989 by Farge and Degout
[109] is allowed to measure the absolute hardness of the substance. Be different from
other measurement methods, the Vickers’s hardness testing is much easier because the
calculated values are not affected by the size of the diamond pyramid indenter and it
can obey all materials. The hardness number (HV) is calculated by the ratio between
load (F) on the surface of samples and the indentation area (A=d²) [109]. The
diamond pyramid indenter is in the form of square shape and each face of the indenter
meets as 136° angle at the vertex which is shown in the Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3. 10 Schematic of Vickers hardness testing (indenter) [110].

In addition, when the indenter is forced on the surface of the object, the indenter
keeps an angle of 22° with the under-testing material. The schematic shows in the
Figure 3.11.

Figure 3. 11 Schematic of Vickers hardness measurement (sample’s surface) [111].

In the Vickers test, the load is applied smoothly, without impact, forcing the indenter
into the test piece. The indenter s held in place for 10 or 15 seconds. The physical
quality of the indenter and the accuracy of the applied load (defined in E 384) must be
controlled in order to get the correct results. After the load is removed, the two
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impression diagonals are measured, usually to the nearest 0.1-μm with a micrometer,
and averaged.

3.1.6 Tensile testing
The room-temperature tensile properties of the deposited material were measured in
longitudinal direction (Y) by using a MTS370 servo-hydraulic load unit under
automated control (Figure 3.13). All tensile tests were performed at a strain rate of
1mm/min. The sample dimensions are shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3. 12 Photo of MTS370 machine.
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Figure 3. 13 Configuration of specimen for tensile testing, units are in mm.

3.2 GTAW process summary
This study adopted the gas tungsten arc welding-based additive layer manufacturing

(GTAW)

system set up by the University of Wollongong (shown in Figure 3.14.).

Automatic wire feeding machine is installed at the front of the TIG torch with a
self-organizing system and a rear tail gas shielding cover. GTAW system works under
the protection of argon shielding gas to avoid the influences of oxidation on the
fabricated samples. The schematic diagram of GTAW Ti-6Al-4V system is shown in
Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3. 14 Schematic diagram of GTAM system.

3.3 Inter-pass temperature measurement
For the purpose of measuring the inter-pass temperatures, thermal couples and IR
pyrometer are applied in the welding process (as shown in Figure.3.15). In order to
measure the temperatures of the substrate successively, two thermal couples are
installed at the two sides of the substrate, and The IR pyrometer is fixed to monitor
the inter-pass temperatures layer by layer during the process of deposition.
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Figure 3. 15 Schematic diagram of temperature measurement system.

For the IR pyrometer, an important condition needs to be considered is the emissivity
of the environment and fabricated material, because it is sensitive to its temperature, a
less influential emissivity is used to get a relatively accurate temperature. After
several adjustment tests the emissivity around 0.5 is the most suitable value to
measure the inter-pass temperatures in GTAW Ti-6Al-4V system.
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Chapter 4 Geometry characterisation
Inter-pass temperature, as one of the most important process parameters, potentially
has effects on the mechanical properties and microstructures of the fabricated parts.
For the ferrous alloys, the level of surface oxidation would be reduced by controlling
inter-pass temperature of the alloy at a critical temperature. Crack-free components
can be obtained at appropriate cooling rate especially for Ti-Al alloys [112]. Thus, it is
necessary to investigate the effects of the inter-pass temperature on bead geometry
during the process of wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM).

In this study, four straight walls with 15 layers each were deposited by gas tungsten
arc welding-based additive layer manufacturing (GTAW) system under different
inter-pass temperatures (100 °C, 200°C, 250°C and 300 °C, respectively) to
investigate their influence on the bead geometry. These four set of parameters had
been proved to be acceptable through several preliminary trials. The material of
substrate plate is Ti-6Al-4V which needs to be degreased by acetone and ethanol
before being used. The dimension of the substrate plate is 200 mm × 150 mm × 6 mm
(length × width × thickness). In addition, the diameter of Ti-6Al-4V feed stock was
1.2 mm.
Table 4.1 shows the composition of the studying materials (Ti-6Al-4V).
Table 4. 1 Chemical content of Ti-6Al-4V (wt.%)

Al

V

C

Fe

H

N

O

Ti

6.1

4.0

0.08

0.3

0.015

0.03

0.10

Bal.
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Except for the inter-pass temperatures, the other constant process parameters in
current work are 3mm arc length, 60° angle between the electrode and the filler wire,
power supply at 110A current, 12V arc voltage, 99.9% pure argon shielding gas,
95mm/min travel speed and 1000mm/min wire feed speed (shown in Table.4.2).

Table 4. 2 Process parameters for Ti-6Al-4V

Process parameters

Details

Arc length

The distance between electrode and
workpiece

3mm

Angle

The electrode and the filler wire

60°

Arc current

110A

Arc Voltage

12V

Protecting gas

99.9% pure Argon

Flow rate
Speed
Duration

The flow rate in GTAW torch

10 L/ min

The Flow rate in trailing shield

10 L/ min

The travel speed of machine tools

95 mm/min

The wire feed speed

1000 mm/min

The duration of post flow shielding

30 seconds

The duration of pre-flow shielding

3 seconds

4.1 Surface morphology
The surface morphology of the deposited components under different inter-pass
temperatures in current work is shown in Figure.4.1. It can be clearly seen from the
Figure 4.1 that due to the protected atmosphere of argon shielding gas, the surface
morphology of 100 °C deposited wall shown in Figure 4.1 (a) exhibits a shiny surface
(clear silver color). However, the surface color of deposited parts in 200 °C and
250 °C (Figure 4.1 (b) and (c)) changed from clear silver to dark yellow, which
reveals the oxidation became severe with the increasing in inter-pass temperature.
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Furthermore, as the inter-pass temperature increased, the oxidation on the surface of
samples became increasingly serious which is shown in Figure 4.1 (d). It can be seen
that the surface of deposited wall shows obvious dark blue and this is the indication of
severe oxidation, which indicates the inter-pass temperature has significant effects on
the level of oxidation.

Figure 4. 1 The surface morphology of deposited components in different inter-pass temperatures.

It clearly shows the deposited components have slightly higher height at the start
point, and then it becomes very stable before the whole part is finished. The initial
bulge is a result of slight difference between the timing for the wire feed start and that
for formation of the molten pool and arc ignition. Thus, in the beginning of deposition,
there would be more molten material in the molten pool before reaching a steady rate.
Figure 4.2 (a), (b), (c) and (d) present the side morphology of the deposited walls in
four specific inter-pass temperatures. It is evident that with increasing inter-pass
temperature, the layer band becomes obscure. Once 300°C inter-pass temperature is
used, the deposited wall has the tendency towards collapse at some points. It can also
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be seen that the wall color develops from light silver to dark blue/ dark gray when the
inter-pass temperatures changes from 100 °C to 300 °C, which indicates that the
condition of oxidation became more severe as the inter-pass temperature increases,
which was mentioned before. Wang et al [113] studied the effects of inter-pass
temperature on the thermal oxidation and presented similar results. In addition, not
only the colors on the wall’s surface have some difference, but the shapes of these
four deposited walls are affected by inter-pass temperature, as well. Figure 4.2(a)
clearly shows the shape of the wall fabricated in the 100 °C is much more regular than
other three components’ shapes, which means the inter-pass temperature may result in
the changes of wall’s shapes in the process of WAAM. In fact, the investigations
regarding the treatments of oxidation have been studied in many literatures and one
outcome from these literatures is that using the suitable inter-pass temperature can
acquire corresponding better microstructure and good mechanical properties.
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Figure 4. 2 The side appearance of deposited components in different inter-pass temperatures.

4.2 Macrostructure
In the studies of Ti-6Al-4V fabricated by wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM),
the inter-pass temperature not only has some effects on the surface morphology but
also has some influences on the cross-sectional shape of fabricated components. The
cross section is defined as a cross-sectional shape perpendicular to the axial direction
of the beam. Figure 4.3 presents the macrostructures of the deposited walls in
different inter-pass temperatures. The cross-section can be divided into three parts
from top to bottom which are deposited material, heat affected zone (HAZ) and base
material. It could be seen that the wall height, width and heat affected zone area
presents significant difference under different inter-pass temperature. It clearly shows
a trend that with the increase of inter-pass temperature the width of single layer
become more inhomogeneous especially in 200 °C and 250 °C fabricated walls, and
the stratification phenomenon is not so clear because of the increasing inter-pass
temperature. In addition, the prior β grains with different columnar sizes grow
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perpendicularly from substrate to the top region, crossing multiple deposition layers.
In the meantime, the epitaxial growth of prior columnar β-grain has different growth
directions.

No layer band
region

Horizontal layer
band region

5mm
(a) Cross-section of Ti6Al4V in 100 °C inter-pass temperature

No layer band
region

Horizontal layer
band region

5mm
(b) Cross-section of Ti6Al4V in 200 °C inter-pass temperature
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No layer band
region

Horizontal layer
band region

5mm
(c) Cross-section of Ti6Al4V in 250 °C inter-pass temperature

No layer band
region

Horizontal layer
band region

5mm
(d) Cross-section of Ti6Al4V in 300 °C inter-pass temperature
Figure 4. 3 The size cross-section of deposited wall components in different inter-pass temperature
((a),(b),(c) and (d) represent 100 °C, 200 °C,250 °C and 300 °C, respectively)

Furthermore, the Image-Pro Plus (IPP) provides the most advanced functionality for
image acquisition, enhancement, and analysis. It also includes: Obtain image data
from a camera, microscope, video recorder or scanner. It supports all standard image
file formats such as TIFF, JPEG, BMP, TGA, and so on. Thus, Image-Pro Plus (IPP)
was used in this study to measure the wall height, wall width, depth and width of. The
data were collected in the follow figures. Table 4.3 shows the wall height, wall width,
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depth and width of HAZ measured by the software Image-Pro Plus (IPP).
Table 4. 3 Height and width of geometric morphology

Inter-pass
temperature

Wall
height

The narrowest
width

The widest
layer

Height of HAZ

Width of HAZ

(mm)

(mm)

(℃)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

100

15.3

7.7

8.9

3.8

10.9

200

15.1

7.6

9.4

4.5

10.2

250

15.3

7.9

9.3

4.8

10.6

300

13.8

8.4

9.7

6.0

13.2

It can be seen from Figure 4.4 that the wall heights under different inter-pass
temperatures are 15.3 mm, 15.1 mm, 15.3 mm and 13.8 mm, respectively. The wall
height does not show many differences for the first three fabricated walls, but it
decreases a little bit for the 300 °C fabricated wall. The width of deposited walls
under different inter-pass temperatures is shown in the Figure 4.5. The narrowest
width and widest width of these four samples both experience slight increase, from
7.7 mm to 8.4 mm and from 8.9 mm to 9.7 mm respectively. This means although the
height of walls decreased with the increase of inter-pass temperature, the wall
thickness would be raised under the same condition.
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Figure 4. 4 Wall height in different inter-pass temperature

Figure 4. 5 The comparison of the narrowest and the widest wall thickness

The heat affected zone was shown to be influenced by the inter-pass temperature as
well, as shown in Figure 4.6. It is clear that the depth rises sharply from 3.8 mm at
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100 °C to 6.0 mm at 300 °C, which indicates the base plate would be strongly affected
by the inter-pass temperature. Figure 4.7 represents the comparison of the width of the
HAZ. The deposited components under 300 °C also shows the highest value which is
about 13.2 mm and the other three values are 10.9 mm, 10.2 mm and 10.6 mm when
the inter-pass temperatures are 100 °C, 200 °C and 250 °C, respectively. This
indicates the area of HAZ increased when inter-pass temperatures rise up.

Figure 4. 6 The comparison of the depth of molten pool.
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Figure 4. 7 The comparison of the width of molten pool.

Figure 4.8 illustrates an overall comparison of both the width and height of the
deposited walls under different inter-pass temperatures (100 °C, 200 °C, 250 °C and
300 °C). It can be clearly seen from the Figure 4.8 that overall value of the width
deposited in 100 °C and 200 °C shows a similar trend, which means inter-pass
temperatures has no significant influence on the size of fabricated walls under 200 °C.
But the width presents obvious increase when the inter-pass temperatures are 250 °C
and 300 °C, which is up to around 9.5 mm and 10.0 mm, respectively. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the overall width of build-up walls rises with the increase of
inter-pass temperature.
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Figure 4. 8 The overall comparison of both the width and height of the fabricated walls under different
inter-pass temperatures.

4.3 Discussion
The inter-pass temperature is closely linked to the quantity of energy that exists in the
metal prior to the next layer to be deposited. With the increase of heat input during the
welding process, both the depth of the molten pool and the width of the welding bead
will increase. As a result, the welding bead would be wider with the increase in
inter-pass temperature, which in turn results in the decrease in components height. In
addition, the HAZ depth and width are also influenced by inter-pass temperature and
have an opposite trend as wall height. This is readily explained by the fact that the
effect of a higher inter-pass temperature is similar to using a higher heat input. So the
inter-pass temperature has significant influences on the build geometry during the
welding process.
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Chapter 5 Microstructure evolution and
phase characterisation
5.1 Microstructure
Microstructures of different regions (top region, middle region and bottom region)
observed in components under different inter-pass temperatures in the as-fabricated
state are shown in Figure. 5.1-5.4. In general, the microstructure consists of α phase
lamellae (dark grey shades in the OM micrographs) in a β matrix. Baufeld et al. [112]
revealed that different α phase lamellae derive from orientation contrast instead of
material contrast.

The optical micrographs in the top region of etched cross-section under different
inter-pass temperature are shown in Figure 5.1. Typically, the top region for all of the
components is dominated by colonies of lamellae starting at grain boundaries.
(b)

(a)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5. 1 Optical micrograph in the top region of etched cross-section under different inter-pass
temperature((a-b), (c-d), (e) and (f) represent 100 °C, 200 °C,250 °C and 300 °C, respectively)

It can be seen by comparing Figure 5.1 (a), (c), (e), (f) that the different inter-pass
temperature provides similar microstructure characteristics in the top region in
different samples. However, as the samples undergo higher inter-pass temperatures,
the width and length of α′ martensite became slightly broader and longer. This is
mainly because the α′ martensite grows as the temperature goes up. Figure 5.1(b) as
an enlarged image of the lower left corner of Figure 5.1(a) suggests that the grids are
made of series of comparatively long lamellae parallel or approximately perpendicular
to each other. Moreover, the space between the grids is brimming with smaller
lamellae. Figure 5.1(d) as an enlarged image of Figure 5.1(c) reveals that smaller
triangular structures are visible between the large and thin needles which form the
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martensitic structure. Further, few parts of lamellar α was coarsened and broken down
into α particles in the top region when the inter-pass temperature rise to 300 °C. The
reason why lamellar α became coarsening and presented an irregular morphology is
atoms migration from the terminations tip and the thickening of the adjacent plate.

The optical micrographs in the middle region of etched cross-section under different
inter-pass temperature are presented in Figure 5.2. The coarse basket weave can be
observed in this region in all of the cross-section of the specimens. In addition, α′
martensite in the form of singular, particularly long needles are oriented
perpendicularly to each other. It is worth mentioning that some of the lamellar α
become shorter and wider when the inter-pass temperature reaches up to 200 °C.
However, as the temperature continues to rise, the shape of lamellar α becomes long
but coarse needles and the basket weave becomes coarser than the other samples
under different inter-pass temperatures.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 5. 2 Optical micrograph in the middle region of etched cross-section under different inter-pass
temperature ((a), (b), (c) and (d) represent 100 °C, 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C, respectively)

The microstructure in the bottom region (Figure. 5.3) of different specimens under
different inter-pass temperature can be generally described as a coarse Widmanstätten
α structure with acicular α phase lamellae (dark grey contrast) in a retained β phase
(light contrast). For etched cross-sections the parallel layer bands in the bottom region
can be easily discerned with the optical microscope. Previous studies investigated that
the β phase possesses a much higher V concentration than the acicular lamellae.

By comparison of Figure.5.3 (a), (b), (c) the microstructure of cross-section under
inter-pass temperature of 100-250 °C shows no differences between each other.
Nevertheless, as it goes up to 300 °C, a portion of lamellar α becomes coarsened.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. 3 Optical micrograph in the bottom region of etched cross-section under different inter-pass
temperature((a), (b-e), (c), and (d) represent 100 °C, 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C, respectively)

The microstructures in the HAZ region in the different inter-pass temperature are
shown in Figure. 5.4. Compared with other regions in the same situation, the grain
size of prior β is much smaller. However, as the temperature goes up, the grain size of
prior β becomes bigger, which average equals from 186 μm in 100 °C to 317 μm in
300 °C. Besides, the number of α particle increased compared with other regions and
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its shape becomes much bigger and more irregular. This is presumably because small
α particle are merged into large particles. What is more, it is interesting that α particle
nuclear and grows along the β grain boundaries and even exist trans-granular growth.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. 4 Optical micrograph in the HAZ region of etched cross-section under different inter-pass
temperatures ((a), (b), (c) and (d) represent 100 °C, 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C, respectively)

5.2 X-Ray Diffraction
In the recent years, although various researches have been carried out on the
Ti-6Al-4V, there are very few reports about the evolution of microstructure in WAAM
fabricated Ti-6Al-4V alloy. X-ray diffraction analysis in this study has been used to
explore the microstructure evolution of the two phases alloy Ti-6Al-4V. The figures of
the X-ray diffraction patterns in this study are shown in Figure 5.5 (a), (b), (c) and (d).
After being fabricated at 100°C inter-pass temperature, the diffraction peak at 2θ of
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35.18°,39.78°,40.26°, 63.19°,70.87°, 76.08°,78.39°and 78.12°represents
α-Ti (100), (002), (101), (110), (103), (200), (112) and (201) plane and obvious β-Ti
(110) plane in the region near substrate is detected at 2θ of 53.26°. In the middle and
top regions of the same deposited component, less β-Ti (110) plane appears at the
diffraction peak at 2θ of 53.26°(as shown in Figure 5.5(a)). This can be attributed to
several factors. One is because the testing sample size is not big enough to contain the
whole β grains. Another reason is that all grains have their own specific growth
orientation and normally grow in the easier direction.

For the specimens deposited under 200°C, 250°C and 300°C inter-pass temperatures,
the diffraction peak at 2θ of 35.18°,39.78°,40.26, 63.19°,70.87°, 76.08°,78.39°
and 78.12° shows the same pattern representing α-Ti (100)，(002), (101), (110),
(103), (200), (112) and (201). But for the deposited specimen at 200°C inter-pass
temperature, the peak of β-Ti (110) plane is not obvious compared to that of α-Ti (101)
in all the three regions. According to the Figure 5.5 (c), the volume fraction of α -Ti
(101) increases from near substrate region to middle region, then decreases to top
region. This is due to a competitive grain growing environment. The growth of
unfavorably oriented tips is hindered by favorably oriented ones, and the number of
grains decreases with the increase in building height [114].

Furthermore, there are more β-Ti (110) planes in the top region for the specimen
deposited at 250°C inter-pass temperature, which indicates the α-Ti phase transformed
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into β-Ti phase along the building direction. Because of the anisotropy of α grain
growth in vertical and horizontal locations, there is no obvious preferential alignment
of α lamellae in vertical and horizontal directions due to the generation and
development of crystallographic texture along the columnar growing process [114,
115]. The orientation of α phase transformed to β phase with the inter-pass
temperature gradient is also a good agreement with the changes of microstructures
along building direction. In addition, the β-Ti (110) plane was also detected in the
near substrate region in the specimen deposited at 300°C inter-pass temperature.

(a) 100 °C

(b) 200 °C
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(c) 250 °C

(d) 300 °C

Figure. 5. 5 XRD pattern of Ti6Al4V alloy deposited in (a) 100℃, (b) 200℃, (c) 250℃ and (d)
300℃.

5.3 Discussion
It can be seen according to the phase diagram of Ti-6Al-4V alloy that this alloy is
composited by α phase and β phase. Important phase transformation points are labeled
as a~ c where “a” is in correspondence with β-transus temperature. As is known to all,
α-phase is the matrix phase of (α+β)-titanium alloy. The quantity, size and shape of
α-phase play a crucial role on the mechanical properties of (α+β)-titanium alloy. In the
two-phase region, (α+β)-phase is gotten from the heat treatment with different holding
time and temperatures. The main microstructural characteristics of (α+β)-phase are
continuous and discontinuous α-phase on the grain boundary, irregular shape of grains,
as well as plenty of small secondary α-phases. The punctate, spherical, flakiness and
short rod α-phase exists in intragranular.
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Figure 5. 6 Phase diagram of dual phase Ti6Al4V alloy

It is well known that the microstructure features are dependent on the thermal cycle
that the sample undergoes throughout the wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM)
depositing process. Whereas, the inter-pass temperatures chosen in this investigation
were well below the temperatures of phase transformation, hence, it was expected that
the inter-pass temperatures had little impact on the phase transformation. Nevertheless,
varying the inter-pass temperature leads to small change of phase fraction.

According to the X-Ray diffraction (XRD) testing results, some volume fraction of α
phase and β phase were detected irregularly. This is due to the limitation of the testing
samples’ dimensions. However, in the present investigation, lower inter-pass
temperature (100~250 °C) could slightly increase the β phase volume fraction in the
middle and top regions in comparison with higher inter-pass temperatures. Generally,
the bottom of fabricated components is not applied in engineering Ti-6Al-4V alloys
production because of its poor properties. It has been proved that a small β phase
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fraction exerts a beneficial influence on the structure and properties, which could
increase the ductility on condition of not reducing the yield strength.
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Chapter 6 Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of a material refer to the mechanical characteristics of a
material under various environmental loads (temperature, medium and humidity) and
various external loads (tensile, compressive, bending, twisting, impacting and
alternating stresses, etc.). Generally, the mechanical properties of materials can be
divided into ten categories, which are strength, brittleness, plasticity, hardness,
toughness, fatigue strength, elasticity, ductility, rigidity and yield point or yield stress.

But due to the limitation of experimental conditions and sample size, the hardness and
strength are the research focus in this study. Hardness is the ability of the surface of
metal material to press against the harder object, while toughness is the ability of
metal materials to resist impact load without being damaged. Strength is the ability of
metal materials to resist fracture or permanent deformation under certain load, and it
can also be defined as the ratio limit, yield stress, breaking strength or ultimate
strength. There is no exact single parameter that can define this property. This is
because the behavior of the metal changes with the type of stress and its application
forms.

6.1 The measurement of hardness
The hardness measurement in the cross-section for the distance from top region to the
substrate of the GTAW-AM fabricated components under the different inter-pass
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temperatures is shown in the Figure 6.1. The overall values of micro-hardness ranges
from 292 HV to 365 HV from the top region to bottom region (as shown in the Figure
6.1), which indicates the distance from top region to the substrate have noticeable
influence on the micro-hardness of wire arc additively manufactured components.
Three different regions exhibit different micro hardness transition in the as-built
condition, which are top region, layer bands (middle region) and the bottom region
(including near substrate region and HAZ). It can be clearly seen from Figure 6.1, all
samples have close micro-hardness distribution trend based on different inter-pass
temperatures. For the 100 °C inter-pass temperature fabricated wall, the maximum
micro-hardness value is 336 HV at the bottom region of the deposited wall and the
minimum micro-hardness value is 292 HV at the top region which can be explained
by the more severe oxidation occurs on the top regions which could exerts detrimental
influence on the mechanical properties. Furthermore, micro-hardness shows unstable
trend in the obvious layer bands region resulting from the more formation of colony α.
For the 200 °C, 250°C and 300°C inter-pass temperature fabricated walls, the
maximum micro-hardness (338HV, 365HV and 336HV, respectively) and minimum
micro-hardness (297HV, 292HV and 295HV, respectively) happen at the same regions
which are near substrate material and top sections. But the micro-hardness distribution
trend for these three fabricated components in the middle region is more stable than
that of 100°C fabricated sample. This can be explained by the combination of the
following two factors. On one hand, the more stable micro-hardness tendency under
200-300°C is on account of the equilibrium of conductive and convective heat flow
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through weakening the heat input gradually. On the other hand, both of the size and
fraction of colony of 100°C deposited wall is much larger than that of other three
walls. This is mainly relying on the cooling rate during the welding process. It is
known that microstructures can be affected by multiple thermal cycles, arc energy and
cooling rate. Although the microstructure evolution is dependent on the multiple
thermal cycles in this fabricated system, the inter-pass temperatures applied in current
work do not reach to phase transition temperature according to the phase diagram in
Figure 5.6. While the lower cooling rate can be obtained by higher inter-pass
temperature, when the inter-pass temperature rises up, the cooling rate decreases. The
reduced gradual cooling rate results in the reduction of α colony and keeping the
micro-hardness stable. However, the increasing of inter-pass temperatures will
increase the grain size and reduce the micro-hardness, thus it is necessary to find out
one more suitable parameter to acquire better properties.
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Figure 6. 1 The hardness along the distance from the top of the cross-section specimen deposited under
different inter-pass temperatures ((a) 100 °C, (b) 200°C and (c) 300 °C, respectively)

Accordingly, the change of average micro-hardness for these four fabricated
components does show much difference (shown in the Figure 6.2.). The values are
313 HV, 319 HV, 320 HV and 314 HV, when the fabricated inter-pass temperatures
are 100 °C, 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C, respectively. Compared with other three
deposited walls, the 250 °C inter-pass temperature fabricated wall has relatively better
and stable micro-hardness.
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Figure 6. 2 The average values of hardness in different inter-pass temperatures.

6.2 Tensile tests
At the room temperature, the as-received base metal has a yield strength (YS) of 884
± 27 MPa, ultimate tensile stress (UTS) of 995 ± 29 MPa and a total elongation of
18.6%. Figure 6.3 shows the size of tensile samples at eight locations along the height
of deposited wall. Owing to cutting limitation, there are 8 tensile test specimens for
three inter-pass temperatures (200°C, 250°C and 300°C) in this study except the
100°C deposited component which has 7 tensile test specimens.
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Figure 6. 3 Configuration of specimen for tensile testing, units are in mm.

It can be seen from the Figure 6.4, the tensile strength of 100 °C and 200 °C inter-pass
temperatures fabricated walls show a similar decrease trend along the building
directions, which are from 925 MPa to 810 MPa and 920 MPa to 795 MPa,
respectively. Because of the measurement error, the tensile strength of 300°C
deposited wall decreases at the first 7 specimens, but increases in the last sample
which is around 920 MPa. However, the line of strength keeps stable for the 250 °C
deposited wall. The average tensile strength is 900 MPa, 850 MPa, 910 MPa and 850
MPa (as shown in Figure 6.4). So under the different inter-pass temperatures, the
tensile strength has no significant differences. Compared with 100°C, 200°C and
300°C fabricated walls, the sample under 250°C shows a better tensile property.
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Figure 6. 4 Tensile stress in different inter-pass temperatures.

Elongation and reduction refer to the index that describes the plastic properties of
material. According to the Figure 6.5, the elongation raises up from 100°C to 250°C
(from 14.5% to 16.5%) before decreasing to 14.3% when the fabricated inter-pass
temperature is 300°C. For each single sample, the elongation does not show a regular
pattern, but the 250°C fabricated wall are relatively higher and stable one. The
reduction (shown in Figure 6.6) has a similar trend as elongation which increases first
then declines, and the percentages for these four deposited walls are 4.7%, 4.2%, 5.5%
and 3.0%, respectively. The sharp decrease of reduction occurs when the fabricated
inter-pass temperature is more than 250°C. This is because it has been proved that a
small β phase fraction exerts a beneficial influence on the structure and properties,
which could increase the ductility on condition of not reducing the yield strength. In
addition, the severe oxidation exerts a detrimental influence on the ductility.
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Figure 6. 5 Elongation in different inter-pass temperatures.

Figure 6. 6 Reduction in different inter-pass temperatures.

6.3. Fracture behaviors
Figure 6.7 displays the typical appearance of tensile failure under different inter-pass
temperatures after uniaxial tension tests. The shear lips can be clearly observed in
each sample by analyzing macro fractographies (Figure 6.7 (a), (c), (e), (g)) under
different inter-pass temperatures. In addition, typical fractography of dimple rupture is
presented in coupon. It can be seen from the high-magnification fractographies shown
in Figure 6.7 (b), (d), (f), (h) that the dimples are elongated and quite shallow and the
crack growth path is approximately parallel to the tear ridges. It is notable that under
tensile testing, bigger α colony possibly leads to the actual slip, causing the tear ridges
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and elongated dimples in fractography. Specially, the grain α colonies are soft and thin
continues layers that grow along hard prior β-grain boundaries or band layers which
leads to the occurrence of elongated dimples or tear ridges and then indicates that this
location easily brings to brittle when the β grains exceed the limitation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)

(h)

Figure 6. 7 Typical fractographies of corresponding tensile samples: (a), (b) 100 °C; (c), (d), 200 °C;
(e), (f), 250 °C; (g), (h), 300 °C.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. 8 High magnificent image of the second phase in fracture surface and the corresponding EDS
analysis

The high magnificent image of the second phase with its composition analysis is
shown in Figure 6.8. It is notable that some interstitial elements, such as oxygen, were
found gathering in the fractural surface via EDS analysis. It means that the oxide
inclusion exhibits in the microstructures at high temperatures, in consequence,
weakens the ductility of these affected regions.

6.4 Discussion
As mentioned before, the inter-pass temperatures used in this investigation are not too
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high to change the solidification path according to the phase diagram. However, it
exhibits a tight relationship with cooling rate during deposition. In general, the higher
the inter-pass temperature is, the more time it will take to cool down to the required
temperature for the next welding layer. Additionally, lower inter-pass temperatures are
more likely to bring about higher residual stresses within AM elements, especially in
large items. Residual stresses play an essential role in manufacturing. For instance,
tensile residual stresses are able to decrease the fatigue life of a component because of
the ability of providing additional driving force for crack initiation and propagation.
Moreover, they also result in the loss of geometrical accuracy, for the case of additive
manufacturing, which can create mismatching issues among different elements.

Although there is no significant difference in the micro-hardness and tensile stress
among the investigated inter-pass temperatures, it is interesting to note that the
elongation and reduction experienced a slight elevation from 100 to 250 °C. It is
mainly because a lower cooling rate can be obtained by higher values of inter-pass
temperature, which could not only contribute to the formation of retained β phase but
also reduce the residual stress. However, as the temperature keeps going up, the
elongation and reduction decreased obviously. This is because that oxidation occupied
the dominant factor which exerts a detrimental influence on the ductility. As such,
250 °C is chosen as a suitable inter-pass temperature for future investigations in
applying the WAAM-based process to alpha-beta Ti-6Al-4V alloys.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and future plans
This chapter mainly presents general conclusions and provides potential research
directions regarding wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) technology based on
the outcomes from current work.

7.1 Conclusions
In this work, experiments were conducted using wire arc additive manufacturing
(WAAM) technique to investigate the influence of different inter-pass temperature
(ranges from 100°C to 300°C ) on bead geometry, microstructures and mechanical
properties of Ti-6Al-4V alloy fabricated using WAAM. Whereas, the other process
parameters such as arc current, wire feed rate and travel speed were kept at constant
values, which were selected to maintain the stability of WAAM process during
deposition.

The detailed conclusions of the principal results obtained from the current research
are listed as follows:

(1) It is feasible to fabricate full density Ti-6Al-4V alloy components with consistent
quality by wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) technology.

(2) The bead geometry, e.g., average wall height, wall width, heat affected zone (HAZ)
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depth and width, was significantly affected by the inter-pass temperature. The
inter-pass temperature is closely linked to the quantity of energy that exists in the
metal prior to the next layer to be deposited. With the increase of heat input during the
welding process, both the depth and width of welding bead will increase. As a result,
the welding bead would be wider with the increase in inter-pass temperature, which in
turn results in the decrease in component height. This can be readily explained by the
fact that the effect of a higher inter-pass temperature is similar to applying a higher
heat input. So the inter-pass temperature has a significant effect on the deposition
geometry during the welding process.

(3) According to the surface morphology of the deposited components under different
inter-pass temperatures, the surface color changed from silver to dark blue/dark grey
with the increase of building height and inter-pass temperature, which indicates more
severe oxidation occurred during deposition process. Thus, inter-pass temperature has
noticeable influences on the surface quality, especially for the level of oxidation.
However, it is worth mentioning that the oxidation mainly occurs on the surface of the
deposited wall and has little significant effects on the bulk mechanical properties.

(4) Microstructure was affected by the graded distribution of inter-pass temperatures
and cooling rate. It is well known that the microstructure features are dependent on
the thermal cycle that the sample undergoes throughout the wire arc additive
manufacturing (WAAM) depositing process. Whereas, the inter-pass temperatures
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chosen in this investigation were well below the temperatures of phase transformation,
hence, it was expected that the inter-pass temperatures had little impact on the phase
transformation. Nevertheless, varying the inter-pass temperature leads to small change
of phase fraction. The volume fraction of β phase in the middle and top region is
slightly increased by rising up the inter-pass temperature to 250°C. However, when
the inter-pass temperature further reached at 300°C, the volume fraction of β phase
decreased obviously.

(5) Mechanical properties are closely correlated to the microstructure characteristics.
The control of beta structure formation is beneficial to improve the ductility of
deposited component. According to the testing results, inter-pass temperatures from
100°C to 300°C have subtle significant effects on the chemical composition and
microstructure evolution. The oxidation mainly occurs on the surface of the deposited
wall and has not significant effects on the mechanical properties. In addition, there are
no significant differences in average micro-hardness and tensile as well. However, by
comparing these four sets of experiments, the elongation and reduction both show a
upward trend when the inter-pass temperature is from 100 °C to 250 °C, then decrease.
This is because oxidation occupied the dominant factor which exerts a detrimental
influence on the ductility.

(6) Although the inter-pass temperatures (range from 100 °C to 300 °C) have subtle
significant effects on both microstructures and mechanical properties, considering the
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process stability and good quality performance, it is reasonable to control the
inter-pass temperature at around 250 °C by using local shielding gas for preparation
of Ti-6Al-4V alloy fabricated by WAAM technology. Additionally, this study opens a
window for industrial production in a time-saving and cost-effective way.

7.2 Future Plan
The current study has successfully applied the wire arc additive manufacturing
(WAAM) process to prepare the design of Ti6Al4V alloy. However, the development
of Ti6Al4V alloy and WAAM system needs to be further investigated in the future
work. Based on the current research, some suggestions and ideas are summarized in
the following content.

The focus of future work is to establish a direct correlation between different main
parameters (not only inter-pass temperature) and deposition properties, including
geometries and microstructures in GT-WAAM Ti6Al4V alloy process. Through the
detailed experimentation under various input parameters, the relevant deposition
geometry and microstructures was observed and quantified in order to subsequently
build-up a series of mathematical models from analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
multiple regression techniques, to predict the relationship between the process
parameters and properties. According to previous experimental data acquired from
other researches, the process parameters like wire feed speed (WFS), traveling speed
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(TS), arc current and arc length have slight effects on the bead formation and
geometrical accuracy of Ti6Al4V. However, in this study, the effects of process
parameters, including inter-pass temperature have effects on bead geometry,
microstructures, and mechanical properties. Research outcomes would provide a
better understanding and insight of the relations between process parameters and
deposition properties during WAAM Ti6Al4V process, which benefits future process
improvement, optimization and control.

In addition, setting up a mathematical model between process parameters and whole
properties (including geometry, microstructure and mechanical property) can provide
guidance for path planning and robot programming and finding out the control
methods during the whole process of WAAM, which can give Robot TIG Welding a
corresponding accurate control for the geometry formation. It is also the practical
sense.
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